Abstract. 2014 A new method for fabricating photomasks is proposed. The mask is prepared by burying the absorbent patterns inside the transparent photoplate instead of depositing them on the surface of the photoplate. After imaging and etching trenches into the glass substrate, an absorbent material is set into them. Two different ways of filling in these holes are considered : planarisation and lift-off. Various advantages of this technique are expected, namely high resolution. This paper presents results obtained by vacuum contact printing of positive and negative novolak based photoresists exposed through buried masks.
Revue Phys. AppL 25 (1990) [2, 3] . This paper presents a new concept of maskmaking for integrated circuits manufacturers : the buried mask [4 -7] . The The feasibility of fabrication of the buried mask has been demonstrated by using well known and reliable IC technologies. In spite of an increased number of steps during fabrication the buried mask could well lead to overall improvements. The numerous expected properties could benefit both 1X and 5X reduction lithography [18] .
